
   
Luscious mandarin and orange flower blend with a succulent pink grape accord. Middle notes sparkle with star jasmine, honeysuckle and blushed plum, drying
down to a decadent blend of amber, vanilla and sandalwood, #1601, Eau de Parfum, 1.7 oz, 65.00; 3.4 oz, 85.00. Dusting Powder, #1602, 3.4 oz, 55.00. d341
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seen at marc jacobs (shown left), sonia rykiel, nicole miller & rebecca taylor

go bold American blue, chartreuse and iridescent

purple make makeup fun again. Get into the artistry of 

expertly applied shadow in eye-opening colors.

Peek at pages 4 & 7 to see how. 

it’s red—redefined Different than the blue-reds 

of past seasons—warm carmine lips with tomato and 

canteloupe undertones are just the pop of color that fall calls 

for. Learn how to wear it on pages 7 & 13. seen at Zac posen (shown right), moschino, d&g, sonia rykiel & giorgio armani

smoky eye 2009 This fall’s version is completely different 

than last year’s. While you may be tempted to “wing it” let

us show you the right way to rock this catlike trend.

Master the art of shimmer and shading on page 8.  seen at michael kors (shown right), l.a.m.b., catherine malandrino & tory burch

plum perfect This isn’t the girly lilac you wore in high 

school—think deep merlot lips. Psychedelic purple shadow. 

Nails that leave last season’s black shades in the dust.

Check out pages 5, 6 & 13. seen at cynthia steffe (shown left), betsey johnson & bottega Veneta

the new nude Play up perfect skin in a completely new

way: ready-to-wear eyegloss (that doubles as a cheek shimmer),

nude lips, gold highlights, and daring, defined brows.

Flip to pages 5, 9, 10, 11 & 12 for the scoop.  seen at donna karan (shown right), diane Von furstenberg & helmut lang

Vivid color: american blue, chartruse, brgiht orange?, irridescent 
purple, kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk-
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kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk

seen at moschino, Zac posen, sonia rykiel. d&g, giorgio armani, betsey johnson, 
milly?

seen at michael kors, roberto caValli, elie tahari, l.a.m.b., jill stuart, catherine 
malandrino, miss sixty, tory burch

deep wine lips and nails, purple haze eyes kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk-
kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk-
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seen at donna karan, stella mccartney, ralph lauren, louis Vuitton, blumarine, calVin 
klein, diane Von furstenberg, helmut lang, marc by marc jacobs, missoni

yVes saint laurent Discover Gloss Volupte and experience the Fall Look Collection with a personalized consultation.

chanel Learn how to create Fall’s best looks including a step-by-step lesson on making the new Eye Gloss work for you.

shiseido Learn step-by-step how to illuminate, accentuate and maximize your eyes, plus get a complimentary foundation sample.

lancÔme Get into the innovative new color collection by Aaron de Mey. A team of experts will help you find your new look.

dior Let Dior’s makeup artists show you how to create expert eye looks like the ultimate smoky eye at the Pro-Eyes Event. 

bobbi brown In just five minutes, discover your ideal foundation shade and formulation for a flawless complexion year-round. 

clinique Learn the secret to even, flawless skin every day. Keep your skin perfect with the Even Better treatment line. 

sisley paris Work with a Sisley Paris advisor to learn the tricks to get the gleaming, golden look featured inside. 

prescriptiVes Receive a five-piece bonus with any foundation or moisturizer purchase of 32.50 or more. 

laura mercier Learn pro-artist techniques for using the new Fresco Collection during the fun, interactive Art Class Event. 

All gifts are one per customer, while supplies last. 

so much
going on
this little book is just the beginning.
Stop by your favorite counters for expert consultations,
makeovers and samples. Check out these events going on in-store:
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Swirl a blush brush all around 
the New YSL Y Palette, #402, 
62.00. Dust onto the apples of 
the cheeks, along the forehead 
and down the bridge of the nose. 
Concentrate your brush on the 
darker color to use as contouring 
bronzer along the cheekbones.

With the yves saint laurent
New at Bloomingdale’s Ombres 5 
Lumieres Five Color Harmony for Eyes 
in Bronze Gold, #401, 56.00, apply the 
chartreuse shade to the inner 3/4 of the lid. 
Smudge one or both of the dark metallic 
shades into the outer edge of the lid. Using 
a firm liner brush, line the upper and lower 
lashlines with the center liner shade. Blend 
upwards at the outer corners. 

A sweep of New YSL Gloss Volupte
shown in Frosted Plum, #403 30.00, feature
pomegranate extract and a sweet mango scent.
Lips are vividly hued and glossy with minimal
effort. For a deeper effect, layer with Rouge
Volupte Radiant Lipstick 22, #404, 34.00. d275

1

2

3

on the
   cover:
livinG
  color

Bold Gold-Green 
shadow is wearaBle day 
or niGht when smudGed 
with smoky Bronze. 
Pair with a Bloom
of Bronzer and Plum 
Gloss for a BriGht
take on the trends. 
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inspired by gabrielle Chanel’s love of Venice, 
the chanel makeup Studio presents a 
compelling collection reflective of the city’s 
drama and romance. Using EXCLUSIVE
CREATION: EYE GLOSS Luminous Cream Quadra 
Eye Shadow, Limited Edition, #501, 65.00, apply 
one or more of these sheer, shiny shades to the
lid with the included applicator.

LE VERNIS Nail Color in new gondola, #502, 
23.00, puts a bold emphasis on nails for an 
unexpectedly chic look. 

Complete the look with CHANEL LÈVRES 
SCINTILLANTES glossimer in limited edition
new arlequin, #503 27.00, an understated
glossy nude lipcolor. d362

the
   look:
suPer
natural

eye Gloss is somethinG 
makeuP artists have 
Been usinG for years to 
create that dewy, doe-eyed 
Gleam. now you can do it  
yourself—it’s easier (and 
suBtler) than you think. 

5 
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the
   look:
Pretty 
    Plum

this fall, shiseido color 
creator dick PaGe invented 
a new vivid, metallic, 

must-have PurPle just 
for us. stock uP while you 
can—this is a shade you’ll 
totally fall in love with. 

Line the outer 2/3 of the
upper and lower lash lines with 
Ink Artliner, #000, 23.50, 
using the precision point
Liner Brush, #000, 18.00. 

Position a mirror below the chin
so you’re looking down. Clamp
the pinch-free Shiseido Eyelash 
Curler, #602, 19.00, as close to
the root as possible. Using a
pulsing motion, “walk” the curler 
along the length of your lashes
to get a full, rounded curl.  

2

Make blue work for you using the lancÔme
New at Bloomingdale’s Liberty Color Design 
Palette, #701, 42.00, by blending the two indigo  
shades in a sideways-v from the outer corners and 
along the crease with a small shadow brush. Dab 
the gold shimmer shades into the inner corners. 
Define the look with New Lancôme Ink Gel 
Artliner in Indigo Charm, #702, 23.50. 

Brighten up with the cheery coral-red Lancôme 
Color Design Lip in Rouge Liberty, #703, 22.00. 
For a bolder color effect, powder lips first for 
better color adhesion. 

Lancôme Le Vernis in Indigo Paris, #704, 18.00, 
is your ultimate final touch. d358

the
   look:
livinG
  color

  

aaron de mey’s strikinG 
new declarinG indiGo 
collection mixes deeP 
Blues, royal Golds and 
Bold reds for a Powerful 
fall statement. 

Start with a neutral shadow applied lash 
to brow as a base. Apply shiseido 
Exclusively at Bloomingdale’s 
Limited Edition Luminizing Satin Eye 
Color in VI399 Amethyst, #601, 25.00, 
with the tip of an eyeshadow applicator, 
starting from the inner corner toward 
the outer and blend up and out slightly 
past the crease. Rim top and bottom
lash lines with black eyeliner. 

1

3
Using Shiseido Perfect 
Mascara, #603, 22.00, hold
the wand horizontally and wiggle 
side to side close to the lash 
line to define the base, then 
sweep upward and outward for 
definition and length. d365
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Using the dior New at Bloomingdale’s
Limited Edition Jazz Club Couture Eye Palette in 
Smoky Jazz, #801, 65.00, apply the pale silver-gray 
shade from lash to brow, then layer on the warm 
pewter shade from lash to crease. Create a clean, 
dramatic line by using the edge of a folded tissue 
as your stencil to apply the matte dark gray beyond 
the outer corner, in an upward direction. Blend the 
color inward along the crease. Use the creamy black 
eyeliner to add definition at the lashline. 

BoBBi Brown New at Bloomingdale’s Full Range Foundation 
Collection, features a range of skin-matching shades in all 
different formulas and finishes. Test the color on the side of 
your face as well as on the forehead, and step outside to see
if it looks seamless in natural light. 

Oil Free Even Finish Compact Foundation, #901, 40.00; Skin 
Foundation SPF 15, 45.00; Luminous Moisturizing Foundation, 
#902, 45.00; Moisture Rich Foundation SPF 15, #903, 42.00; 
Foundation Stick, #904, 40.00. d279

Got five minutes?
Stop by the counter and get matched up with the
perfect shade for your skin tone and your lifestyle. learn
tips and techniques on how to prep, apply and adjust
your foundation for a flawless canvas year round. 

9 

No strong eye is complete without 
perfectly polished brows. Diorshow
Brow Styler, #802, 28.00, is an 
ultra-fine pencil that defines, fills and 
shapes with a universally flattering shade. 
Using short, feathery strokes, fill in any 
gaps along the arch. Use the included 
brush to gently sweep brows into place.

the
   look:
suPer
natural

BoBBi Brown Pioneered 
the concePt of yellow-toned 
foundation and continues 
to lead the way with her 
new full-ranGe foundation 
collection. 

the
   look:
the new
  smoke

housed inside the
sleekest comPact
of the season, the
new jazz cluB color
collection from
dior redefines
smoky-eyed Glamour. 

1
2
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Virtually undo the visible evidence of sun 
damage, dark patches, age spots and acne 
scarring with First at Bloomingdale’s 
clinique Even Better Skin Tone Correcting 
Moisturizer SPF 20, 1.7 oz, #1001, 42.50. 
See results in just 4–6 weeks. To speed results, 
add Even Better Skin Tone Corrector, 1.0 
oz, #1002, 39.50, as your first step or under 
makeup. See improved clarity and a more even 
skin tone when you wear Even Better Makeup 
SPF 15, in 20 shades, 1.0 oz, #1003, 24.50. 
d357. Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.

Get otherworldy radiance courtesy
of sisley Paris Sisleÿa Elixir, 
#1101, 535.00, a healing, anti-aging 
super treatment that makes skin glow 
from within. Gently pat into face for 
skin looks rested and ready.

For a fuller effect, fill in outer
corners of top and bottom lips with 
Sisley Paris Natural Beige Lip Liner, 
#1103, 55.00. Fill in with the glossy 
neutral Golden Lip Eclat, #1104, 
55.00. d369. Select stores. 

Sisley Paris Golden Touch 
Eyeshadow, #1102, 42.00, 
makes brown eyes warmer, blues 
bolder and greens brighter. It’s 
richly pigmented, so a little goes
a long way. Using a rounded, 
fluffy brush, apply a little at a 
time and layer up until you get 
the intensity you want. 

the
   look:
suPer
natural

no matter which
look you’re GoinG for,
flawless skin should
always Be the startinG
Point. visiBly erase Past 
damaGe and create a
more even skin tone 
with this collection
from clinique.

the
   look:
suPer
natural
  

GlowinG skin is key to
makinG the season’s
Bold color trends look 
their Best. start with a
healinG treatment and 
layer on Bold Gold shadow 
for a look that radiates. 

1

2

3
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Inspired by Italian fresco paintings, the
laura mercier New at Bloomingdale’s
Lip Watercolours Palette, in fair or medium, 
#1301, 48.00, lets you experiment with color 
blending, just like the pros do. 

First, apply Lip Prep (the rectangle at the
left side of the palette). Use your ring finger
to apply the pigment-saturated lip stains for
a low-maintenance, natural look, or use the
included brush for expert precision. 

These long-wearing shades will last comfortably
for hours, but feel free to layer on more color
to change your look throughout the day. d246

Visit the counter and learn the Art of Lips.
Get the scoop on all the techniques and tricks
that the pros know and love.  

the
   looks:
coral
     red

the Pros rarely use just 
one shade of liPstick 
when creatinG a look.
they customize—and 
so should you! use this 
Palette to tailor your liP 
color to suit your skin 
tone and your mood. 

PrescriPtives All Skins Mineral Makeup,
liquid or powder formulas, 18 shades. #1201, 32.50. 

Using the Prescriptives Foundation Brush, #1202, 
30.00, apply a small amount of liquid foundation in a 
line across the forehead, down the bridge of the nose 
across the cheekbones and onto the chin. blend into 
skin with a damp sponge. 

if you prefer powder, tap a small amount of powder 
onto a tissue or into the jar’s cap. Sweep up the powder 
with Prescriptives Round Buff Brush, #1203, 30.00, 
and tap off excess. Working from the outside of the face 
in, sweep on in a circular motion. d361. Select stores.

5 for free Gift (a 54.50 value)
Yours with any Prescriptives foundation or moisturizer 
purchase of 32.50. includes travel sizes of Super line 
Preventor Xtreme, instant gratification Skin Renewal 
Peel, False eyelashes mascara in Plush black, and a 
full-size Colorscope lip gloss, your choice of warm or 
cool—all in a chic travel bag. One per customer, while supplies last. 

the
   look:
suPer
natural

Get lonG-wearinG
flawless coveraGe
that’s Good for
your skin with 
PrescriPtives
mineral makeuP—
in the formula
you Prefer. 



nars 
Orgasm Blush, #1506, 25.00. 
Universally flattering—this 
shimmery, peachy pink
powder blush gives everyone
a radiant, healthy flush. 

sue devitt 
Eye Intensifier Pencil,
#1505, 22.00. The ultimate 
“quick eye” tool glides on 
smoothly and makes lining 
easier than ever before. 

dior 
Diorshow Mascara, 
#1405, 24.00. A backstage 
must-have at every fashion 
show, this cult favorite creates 
the plushest, most dramatic 
lashes possible. 

chanel 
LÈVRES SCINTILLANTES 
Glossimer, #1504, 27.00. The
go-to gloss for intensely shiny, 
shimmery lips. Comes in trendy
new shades every season. 

GiorGio armani 
Face Fabric Second Skin 
Nude Makeup, #1401, 45.00. 
Unprecedented fabric-like 
texture and translucent
color,  SPF 12. 

BoBBi Brown 
New Long-Wear Gel Eyeliner in 
Caviar Ink, #1402, 21.00. This 
richly colored, user-friendly gel 
formula creates a precise line 
effortlessly. Apply with Ultra Fine 
Eyeliner Brush, #1403, 25.00. 

yves saint laurent
Touche Éclat, #1502, 40.00. 
Instant beautification. Brightens 
undereyes and dark shadows, giving
a spectacularly luminous glow.

Peek inside enouGh Professional makeuP

kits and you’ll start see inG some of the

same Products aGain and aGain. it’s no 

coincidence—these are some of the

hiGh-Performance, must-have Pieces that

the Pros (and you!) can’t live without.

makeuP artist

 Picks laura mercier 
Secret Camouflage, 
#1507, 28.00. Custom-blend 
your own shade to completely 
cover dark circles, imperfections 
and discoloration. Highly 
pigmented—a little goes 
a long way. 

la mer 
Crème de la Mer, 1.0 oz, #1404, 
130.00. Perfect hydrating base 
for makeup softens and smoothes 
skin. Warm up between fingers
to activateand pat onto skin before 
starting your beauty routine. 

15 

CHANEL, LEVRES SCINILLANTES GLO
SSIM

ER  and         are registered tradem
arks of CHANEL Inc. 
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Benefit 
Instant Brow Pencil, 
#1503, 20.00. Turns sparse, 
skimpy brows into polished 
natural-looking arches. Glides 
on easily and comes with 
step-by-step instructions. 

clarins 
Beauty Flash Balm, 1.7 oz,
#1501, 45.00. An indispensible 
beauty booster that instantly
makes fatigued skin look radiant 
and luminous. Great under
makeup or on its own.
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